CMMC Overview Seminar

Get a jump start on your upcoming Cybersecurity Maturity Model Certification (CMMC) training with this one-day CMMC overview seminar, included for free as part of your CMMC-AB Certified Professional (CMMC-AB CP) Boot Camp. Learn the basics of CMMC, timelines for what is coming next and more!

Seminar description

Developed by the Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition and Sustainment (OUSD A&S) and other federal stakeholders, the Cybersecurity Maturity Model Certification (CMMC) assesses and enhances the cybersecurity posture of the Defense Industrial Base. The CMMC encompasses multiple maturity levels that range from “Basic cybersecurity hygiene” to “Advanced/progressive.” The required CMMC level will be specified in requests for information (RFIs) and requests for proposals (RFPs) for DoD contracts.

This one-day CMMC overview seminar is designed to get you prepared for your upcoming official CMMC-AB Certified Professional Boot Camp and answer any questions you have about the new framework and requirements being rolled out this year.

Who should attend

» Employees of DoD contractors that make up the Defense Industrial Base (DIB)
» Regulatory compliance officers and legal team members
» Cybersecurity managers
» Consultants looking to provide CMMC guidance
» Individuals starting the CMMC-AB Certified Assessor or Certified Instructor career path
» Anyone looking to build a foundation of knowledge and skills around the new CMMC requirements

Enroll today: 866.471.0059 | infosecinstitute.com
Prepare for your CMMC-AB CP Boot Camp

This one-day seminar helps prepare you for your upcoming CMMC-AB Certified Professional Boot Camp. Earning your CMMC-AB CP allows you to:

» Participate as an assessment team member under the supervision of a Certified Assessor
» Work towards becoming a Certified Assessor or Certified Instructor
» Validate your training and understanding of the CMMC for clients and employers
» Use the CMMC-AB Certified Professional logo and be listed in the CMMC-AB Marketplace

CMMC-AB prerequisites

Certified Professionals and Certified Assessors must meet citizenship requirements defined by the CMMC-AB:

» Certified Professionals and CA-1 Assessors: U.S. person (U.S. citizenship is required to participate as a team member on ML-2 assessments)
» CA-3 and above: U.S. citizenship is required
» International C3PAOs: Must be a citizen of the country where the C3PAO is based, will be authorized only to assess contractors based in that country, and the U.S. Government must establish bi-lateral agreements with other countries with respect to CMMC prior to the issuance of any authorizations related to CMMC

CMMC-AB Licensed Training Provider

Infosec is a Licensed Publishing Partner (LPP) and Licensed Training Provider (LTP) for the Cybersecurity Maturity Model Certification Accreditation Body (CMMC-AB), an independent accreditation entity created in January 2020 that’s responsible for establishing, managing, controlling and administering the CMMC assessment, certification, training and accreditation processes for the defense supply chain.
CMMC Overview Seminar details

Cybersecurity Maturity Model Certification

» Class introduction
» Latest updates from DoD and CMMC-AB (CMMC 2.0 status, timelines for certification exams rollout)
» CMMC introduction and overview
  » Purpose of CMMC
  » CMMC’s impact on defense contractors
» Types of protected information
  » Federal Contract Information (FCI)
  » Controlled Unclassified Information (CUI)
  » Technical information and intellectual property
  » Related vs inherited CUI
» Role and influence of NIST 800-171
» CMMC model
  » CMMC levels compared
  » CMMC domains
  » CMMC capabilities
  » CMMC processes
  » CMMC practices
» Assessment methodology and documentation
  » Roles and responsibilities within CMMC
  » Certified Professional
  » C3PAO (Certified Third-Party Assessment Organization)
  » Certified Assessors (CA-1, CA-3, CA-5) and assessment team members
  » OSC (Organization Seeking Certification)
  » RPO (Registered Professional Organization) and RP (Registered Practitioner)
  » LPP (Licensed Partner Publisher) and LTP (Licensed Training Provider)
» Best practices for preparing for CMMC certification
» Overview of the CMMC-AB CP Boot Camp
  » When it will be available
  » What areas will have deeper coverage
  » Other topics and areas to be covered
Join us in the fight against cybercrime.

INFOSEC Skills

Upskill and get certified with the hands-on cybersecurity training platform that moves as fast as you do. Train on your schedule with unlimited access to 100s of hands-on cybersecurity courses and cyber ranges — or upgrade to a boot camp for live, instructor-led training guaranteed to get you certified on your first attempt.

INFOSEC IQ

Infosec IQ security awareness and training empowers your employees with the knowledge and skills to stay cybersecure at work and home. With over 2,000 awareness and training resources, you’ll have everything you need to prepare employees to detect, report and defeat cybercrime. Every aspect of the platform can be customized and personalized to match your organization’s culture and employees’ learning styles.

About Infosec

At Infosec, we believe knowledge is the most powerful tool in the fight against cybercrime. We provide the best certification and skills development training for IT and security professionals, as well as employee security awareness training and phishing simulations. Learn more at infosecinstitute.com.
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